Algorithms as discrimination detectors
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Preventing discrimination requires that we have means of detecting it, and this can be enormously difficult when human beings are making the underlying decisions. As applied today, algorithms can increase the risk of discrimination. But as we argue here, algorithms by their nature require a far greater level of specificity than is usually possible with human decision making, and this specificity makes it possible to probe aspects of the decision in additional ways. With the right changes to legal and regulatory systems, algorithms can thus potentially make it easier to detect—and hence to help prevent—discrimination.
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If we cannot detect discrimination, we cannot prevent it. Yet detecting it can be enormously difficult in practice. Statistical studies show that discrimination is widespread. But statistical evidence, such as lower call-back rates for resumes from African-American job applicants (1, 2), is aggregate by its very nature. It typically does not show that specific firms or individuals have discriminated against particular people. Without evidence to that effect, legal challenges to discrimination become quite difficult under existing law. And when such legal challenges are made, concrete evidence is hard to come by. Courts often struggle to determine whether a given outcome is a product of discriminatory intentions on the part of specific actors or attributable to some more benign explanation.

The struggle is intensified by the frequent opacity of human decision making and the difficulty of understanding even what we ourselves do and why. The best indicator of the seriousness of this struggle to detect discrimination comes from the continued prevalence of discrimination in statistical studies. We see the litter clearly, but catching the litterers is hard.

Algorithms have now been added to the mix and much attention has focused on the risk that they too might discriminate. No one should doubt that the risk is real. Algorithms are built by humans. They are trained on data generated by humans. Humans discriminate, and so the algorithms they construct can discriminate as well. A growing body of research has documented some of the pernicious ways in which this process plays out in practice (such as a height requirement for a certain job) that has a disparate impact on women? What can be done to test whether practices of that kind can be justified? And what if a private or public institution uses a factor (such as credit ratings or criminal records) that may be bound up with past discrimination? The use of algorithms cannot answer such questions, but it can help produce another level of clarity about the stakes and about potential tradeoffs.

For all these reasons, formulating appropriate legal and regulatory structures for algorithmic decision making will be crucial: Without these structures we risk a great deal of discriminatory harm by algorithms; and with them we have the potential to forestall discrimination done by humans.

The Challenge of Detecting Human Discrimination Directly from Humans

To see why it can be so difficult to detect bias in an entirely human-driven decision system, it is useful to consider a concrete, and stylized, example. Suppose that a technology (tech) firm is accused of gender discrimination in hiring, in one of the 73 countries that prohibit such discrimination. There is no question the firm has hired fewer women than men in the past, but the question at the heart of the litigation is why.

The plaintiff claims that the firm intentionally discriminated against women. The firm responds that there are differences in the applicant pool: Fewer women major in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields. The firm acknowledges that these disparities in STEM preparation could be due to gender bias somewhere—for example by teachers or parents—but argue that wherever it is, it is upstream from them. The firm adds that it did not intend to discriminate in any way. (Under existing law, at least in the United States, that could be an adequate defense against a charge of “disparate treatment,” a principal form of discrimination.)
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3Soot and Gary (7) find that in a majority of countries girls score as well as boys in science, but in almost every country women underenroll in STEM fields relative to the share capable of doing college-level STEM work.
The plaintiff believes that the firm is lying and starts off by doing the obvious: asking the heads of human resources (HR) to testify and directly asking them whether they meant to discriminate against women. This initially seems like a promising approach. The heads will be testifying in court and so will face some penalty for lying. And we all tend to believe that humans can meaningfully answer questions about what they did and why. In this case the HR managers claim they did not discriminate. The plaintiff's lawyer asks, "Would my client have been hired had she been a man?" Again, they answer no.

But what can we actually conclude from this? One possibility is that they are indeed lying and know that they are doing so. But how can we know? In addition, a key finding from the last several decades of research in psychology is that the HR managers might themselves not really understand how they decided or why (see for example ref. 8). Dual-processing theories in psychology suggest that two sets of cognitive operations make up human cognition: 1) deliberate, conscious, effortful thought (often called "system II thinking") and 2) rapid, automatic, non-effortful responses that we may not even be aware of while they are taking place ("system I thinking"). Because of the differences in effort required, we tend to use the automatic systems to save mental energy (12). Thus, for example, we might automatically think "two" when we hear "one plus one." Importantly, what our automatic system I is doing, and why, is frequently not accessible to our conscious system II thinking.

A person’s automatic processing can potentially even conflict with that person’s conscious thoughts, including when decisions involving the risk of discrimination take place. People have a powerful tendency to categorize others and to prefer "in-groups" to "out-groups"; our automatic systems pay close attention to the age, race, and sex of others (16). The result can be implicit biases about which we are often unaware ourselves. In many ways, human cognition forms the ultimate black box, even to the person engaging in the cognitive activity.

Returning to our stylized example, the plaintiff’s lawyer shifts gears and interrogates data for statistical evidence of discrimination. Are less productive men sometimes hired over more productive women? But it turns out that this firm’s hiring process involves a complex mechanism. The result can be implicit biases about which we are often unaware ourselves. In many ways, human cognition forms the ultimate black box, even to the person engaging in the cognitive activity.
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forbidden ground. This means that algorithms in principle have the potential to help humans discriminate more effectively and insidiously. It is critically important to ensure that we have the right laws and regulations in place to prevent impermissible discrimination.

Some terminology might first be useful. People often refer to any process that takes data and produces a subsequent prediction as an “algorithm.” But it is important to note that there are actually two separate “algorithms” at work in screening applications of the type we are considering: 1) The screening algorithm (or screener) simply takes the characteristics of an individual (like a job applicant) and returns a prediction of this individual’s outcome. This prediction then informs a decision (such as hiring). 2) The training algorithm (or trainer) is what produces the screening algorithm. Constructing the training algorithm involves (among other things) assembling past instances to use as training data, defining the outcome to predict, and choosing candidate predictors to consider.

The screening algorithm is just the mechanical result of running the training algorithm on a set of training data. So while the screening algorithm can produce biased decisions, the place where this algorithmic discrimination gets introduced must come from the human decisions that go into building the training algorithm.

In ref. 6, we showed formally that algorithmic bias can be decomposed completely into three components: bias in the choice of input variables, bias in the choice of outcome measure, and bias in the construction of the training procedure. After accounting for these three forms of bias, any remaining disparity corresponds to the structural disadvantage of one group relative to another.

To see this, consider a screening problem (e.g., hiring) with applicants from two distinct groups: an advantaged group and a disadvantaged group. Suppose that each applicant is described by a feature vector \(x\), and the applicant’s true productivity for the task at hand (the focus of the screening decision) is a function \(f(x)\) of this vector. Let the fraction of applications with feature vector \(x\) be \(p(x)\) in the advantaged group and \(q(x)\) in the disadvantaged group. Average productivity of applicants in the advantaged and disadvantaged groups will equal \(\sum x p(x)f(x)\) and \(\sum x q(x)f(x)\), respectively. Finally, for an arbitrary function \(v\), let \(D(v)\) be the difference in the average value of \(v\) between the advantaged and disadvantaged groups; that is, \(D(v) = \sum x (p(x) - q(x))v(x)\). Applying this notation to the function \(f\), we see that \(D(f)\) is the difference in average productivity between the two groups; this constitutes the structural disadvantage of one group relative to the other.

The designers of the algorithm know neither the true function \(f\) nor the applicant’s full feature vector \(x\). So the process of building an algorithm proceeds as follows: The designer specifies applicant performance as \(g(x)\), which is usually not exactly \(f(x)\). Since the full feature \(x\) is generally not known, the designer constructs the algorithm based on a reduced feature vector \(r(x)\). And since the function \(g\) is designed to be applied to vectors whose dimension is the same as \(x\), a different function \(h\) must be used on the reduced vector \(r(x)\). The result is a value \(h(r(x))\).

This estimate is a function \(t\). The function \(t\) is applied to the reduced feature vector \(r(x)\), resulting in the value \((t \circ r)(x)\). Thus, the design process results in an algorithm that takes an applicant with feature vector \(x\) and produces a score \((t \circ r)(x)\). The screening process ranks applicants by this score and selects the highest-ranked ones.

If we wish to understand the disparities between the advantaged and disadvantaged groups under the scores produced by the algorithm, we should look at the quantity \(D(t \circ r)\). A central question in evaluating the possible biases introduced by the algorithm design process is to compare this disparity \(D(t \circ r)\) with the underlying structural disadvantage \(D(f)\).

A useful way to perform this comparison is to write \(D(t \circ r)\) in the following extended form:

\[
D(t \circ r) = D(f) + (D(g) - D(r)) + (D(h \circ r) - D(g)).
\]

The terms on the right-hand side can then be interpreted as follows: The first term, \(D(f)\), is the underlying structural disadvantage that was present prior to the construction of the algorithm. The second term, \(D(g) - D(r)\), is the bias added by using \(g\) as an outcome measure instead of \(f\). The third term, \(D(h \circ r) - D(g)\), is the bias added by using \(r\) as the feature vector instead of \(x\). The fourth term, \(D(t \circ r) - D(h \circ r)\), is the bias added by the fact that we are using an estimated function \(t\) rather than the function \(h\).

This makes clear that the human decisions that go into building an algorithm can, either intentionally or inadvertently, produce discrimination. Moreover, the existing legal systems that most countries have to detect and hence prevent bias are not well suited to uncover the specific forms of bias that humans introduce into algorithms. Consider that to hire people, a company needs only its screening algorithm. Once the screening algorithm has been produced, the company, in principle, no longer needs the training algorithm or training data, so a discriminating firm could potentially choose not to store them for strategic reasons (which would not be prohibited currently in the legal systems of most countries). In this sense, algorithms create new risks for discrimination absent any changes to existing laws and regulations.

On the other hand, the second, third, and fourth terms in this equation can be quantified in ways that bias in purely human-driven decision systems can never be. There is no way to know the true functions \(f, p, \) or \(q\). But if the right laws and regulations are in place that allow regulators or relevant third parties to reanalyze the data and interrogate the choices made during the training stage, it is possible to determine the sensitivity of decision outcomes (including disparities) to the choice of outcome, candidate predictors, or machine-learning engineering procedures. Our point is not that discriminating firms or other organizations would voluntarily stop discriminating because of an algorithm, but rather that the use of an algorithm will now make detection easier by those with the authority to prevent them from discriminating.

In principle (and we emphasize those cautionary words), algorithms therefore have the potential to become a force for social justice by serving as powerful detectors of human discrimination. And as we have noted, algorithms can also help clarify, in an additional way, the normative issues raised by the very concept of discrimination, which can be understood in diverse ways by the legal system and which is often used loosely in public debates.

---

*That the algorithm builder does not know the true function \(f\) is one key reason why there are market returns to machine-learning engineering skill; variation in that skill is reflected, for example, in prediction competitions such as the "Netflix prize" or those organized by Kaggle. The possibility that the algorithm builder does not have access to the full set of information about people is discussed extensively in ref. 17.

†For a more extensive discussion of what sorts of laws and regulations would help promote algorithmic fairness see ref. 6. For a discussion of how facially neutral algorithm construction procedures can nonetheless lead to unnecessarily large disparities in decision outcomes, see ref. 18.
Returning to Our Example

Suppose now that the tech firm in our hiring example from above had used an algorithm to screen applicants, one constructed via a machine-learning framework of training and screening algorithms. And let us also suppose, and this is crucial, that all this is happening at a time and place with a different kind of legal framework from what most countries have now. Suppose the law requires firms to store the screener and trainer code and training dataset and make them available in response to discrimination lawsuits. A reason for that framework should now be obvious.

With it, it will be possible to know whether discrimination has occurred (and to get clearer on what discrimination is). Without it, that will not be possible.

The transparency and specificity of algorithms now create radically different opportunities to uncover discrimination. Rather than asking humans unanswerable questions, we have a clearer set of targets for inquiry that we can answer more precisely.

For starters, the fact that the plaintiff could access the screener algorithm means that it becomes possible to probe and experiment with it in ways that are not feasible with a human hiring process. It is true that algorithms are not designed to isolate the contribution of a particular individual applicant characteristic on the outcome, which is a difficult statistical task in high-dimensional applications where applicant characteristics (or any candidate predictor variables) are typically correlated with one another. But we can feed any set of applicant characteristics into the screener to answer counterfactual questions that humans could never answer, like “Would this specific candidate have been hired were the candidate a man instead of a woman?”

Suppose that in our hypothetical scenario, the plaintiff’s statistical expert finds that changing applicant gender does not change hiring outcomes (suggesting that disparate treatment has not occurred), but that changing the client’s other qualifications to those of the average male would (raising the question of whether discrimination, in some intelligible form, may nonetheless have taken place). The statistical expert can explore why: Is that result because of the firm’s choice of training procedure, the choice of inputs, or the choice of outcome? Is any one of these choices objectionable?

One straightforward way the plaintiff’s statistical consultants can investigate at least some form of discrimination in the training procedure is to build their own training algorithm from scratch and compare the results to those of the firm’s actual algorithm. This can help illuminate the question of whether there has been some kind of discrimination in a way that reading the trainer’s code cannot. Suppose the statistical experts find they cannot build a model as predictive as the firm’s with smaller disparities; this rules out concern that the firm underinvested in machine-learning engineering or even hid some bias in the code. The expert recognizes that another way the trainer could be contaminated is if the firm used a biased sample of training data. But the expert finds that the training dataset is statistically representative of the universe of past applicants and hired workers at the firm and of the larger population and that the correlation of features and labels is similar to what is seen in other datasets. This helps rule out things like the possibility that the firm “gamed” its training dataset, for example to create a bad track record for women by considering only less productive female applicants for a period (19).

The plaintiff’s expert can also now check for discrimination with the candidate predictors or features by comparing what the firm actually used to the full set of variables the firm has available and to what other firms in the same industry use. The motivation for this industry benchmark comes from evidence that while discrimination remains a key problem, not all firms discriminate (20).

Finally the expert can now also carry out a series of tests for arguable forms of discrimination in the firm’s choice of label or outcome to predict. The label being predicted is something that must be explicitly specified in the process of training, and hence in our scenario regulation can require it to be made available as part of litigation. Suppose it turns out (in our hypothetical example) that the outcome chosen by the firm leads to much larger gender disparities in hiring than many other plausible candidate outcomes the firm could have used. By itself, this may or may not provide sufficient evidence of discrimination in court; everything depends on the legal standard. But if the firm realizes that it lacks a good explanation for its choice of outcome to predict, it might change its practice.

We have, in sum, gone from a scenario with purely human-driven decision making where getting any useful insights is difficult to one where, if the right laws and regulations are in place, we have opportunities to carry out concrete tests for each of the ways in which humans might introduce discrimination. Perhaps it goes without saying that there is no guarantee that society will converge to the right laws and regulations for algorithms, given the difficulty of getting the right regulations in place for a wide range of human behaviors and given normative disputes about what should be counted as discrimination.¹¹,¹² Nor do we claim the specific tests we have outlined above will ultimately prove to be the best ones or that foolproof tests will ever be found. Our argument instead is that the use of algorithms creates the potential to reduce discrimination (however it is understood) relative to the status quo and hence creates very high social returns to efforts that realize this potential by changing laws and regulations and developing tests for algorithmic bias.

Scaling Solutions

Detection is a necessary but not sufficient condition for preventing discrimination. Prevention is particularly difficult in settings that involve entirely human-driven decision loops, as evidenced for example by the persistence of discrimination in settings where it has been previously documented. Beyond making it much easier to detect discrimination, the introduction of an algorithm into the decision loop now makes it also much more feasible to identify and scale useful fixes.

To see this, imagine that in our hypothetical case study the litigation did somehow manage to turn up evidence of discrimination, understood as disparate treatment. Suppose, for instance, that an HR manager forgot to delete a text off a phone that overtly discussed plans to engage in discriminatory behavior, and this gets discovered as part of litigation. What then? The plaintiff might get a settlement or win a lawsuit, but this might not be enough to deter future human discrimination because this type of smoking-gun evidence is rare and firms will take steps to avoid it.

The plaintiff might seek, as part of a decree or settlement, an agreement from the firm to change its hiring practices as well. But in a purely human-driven hiring system, what should the people running the firm actually do in practice? Suppose they instructed their HR team not to discriminate. Given problems of explicit and implicit bias, and the general challenges of detecting human discrimination, how could the firm’s leadership be sure this was doing any good?

Contrast this with the case where an algorithm is now involved in hiring. Returning to our example from above, suppose the plaintiff’s statistical consultant does a bit more digging into the

¹¹ For example, taxes in the United States on alcohol remain far too low given the external costs that drinking imposes on society (21); regulations on human activities that contribute to climate change remain far from ideal (see, for example, ref. 22); and the global financial crisis of 2008 highlighted a number of important limitations of existing market regulations (for example, ref. 23).
source of the disparities in hiring outcomes. The answer is the algorithm is built to predict the past hiring decisions of the firm’s human HR managers, which are themselves discriminatory. Now there is a clear and scalable solution; Swap in a different outcome to be predicted that is less infected by human discrimination, as revealed for instance by smaller disparities in hiring decisions. One obvious candidate, for instance, is actual job performance (such as coding skill, at a tech firm), given studies suggesting that biases in subjective evaluation do not correspond to differences in this measure (24).

Conclusion

It is tempting to think that human decision making is transparent and that algorithms are opaque. But as we have argued here, with respect to discrimination the opposite is true—or could be true, if we put the right laws and regulations in place to capitalize on the far greater specificity and transparency that algorithms make possible. That is an essential task. We note that here we have emphasized its importance while only hinting about how, exactly, to carry it out.

We have argued that detecting human bias in purely human-driven decision processes is enormously difficult. The most convincing empirical support we can marshal for this claim comes from the sheer prevalence of human bias in practice. We know this from audit studies, which cannot identify when a specific person has discriminated, but can tell us something about how common bias is overall. For example, in the United States, audit studies that randomly assign otherwise-equivalent White and Black applicants to apply at different firms find that White applicants are called back at more than twice the rate of Black applicants, 34% versus 14% (1). Reducing this discrimination would do an enormous amount of social good given there are over 6 million job openings in the United States at any point in time (25). Audit studies of the US housing market, which originates $2 trillion in new mortgages each year (26), find that minority borrowers are treated differently from and worse than White borrowers (27). Discrimination also arises in the health sector, which accounts for $3.5 trillion in spending each year in the United States alone (equal to 18% of gross domestic product) (28, 29). For example, when doctors were shown two equivalent patient histories, the chances of recommending a beneficial procedure (cardiac catheterization) were 40% lower for women and minorities than for White males (30).

Of course, in the real world algorithms will for the foreseeable future understandably (and perhaps appropriately) be used as decision aids to help humans, rather than decision makers that supplant humans. Nothing about our argument fundamentally changes in this case. We can still learn about the algorithmic part of the decision-making system in ways that we never could with purely human-driven systems. Introducing a data-driven decision aid creates additional opportunities to detect what the humans in the system are doing, since we can test whether human compliance with the tool’s recommendations, as opposed to override, is systematically lower or higher for protected groups. And to the extent that the algorithm’s recommendations create something like a default for the decision, they may create opportunities to “nudge” human decisions in the direction of reducing discrimination however it is understood, including disparities in decision outcomes (31).

The risk that algorithms introduce is not from their use per se, but rather the risk that our regulatory and legal systems will not keep pace with the changing technology. But if we make the necessary adjustments to account for the different world we are in, algorithms have enormous potential to be not just a risk to be managed but actually a force for social good. The use of algorithms offers far greater clarity and transparency about the ingredients and motivations of decisions. At the conceptual level, this provides unprecedented opportunities to understand what, exactly, is discrimination and is thus to achieve increased clarity on some of the most contested normative issues in contemporary societies. And more pragmatically, it provides powerful opportunities to detect, and hence to help prevent, discrimination in many places where it may occur.

Data Availability. This work discusses policy questions associated with algorithms for screening decisions; there are no data specifically associated with this paper.

Note

In some jobs not every outcome that the decision maker cares about will be quantifiable. But given evidence from behavioral science that human biases are particularly pronounced in unstructured decision-making environments, the more the criteria used to inform screening decisions can be quantifiable (and hence predicted with data-driven decision-making tools), the greater the potential to reduce discrimination in practice.
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